APPLICATION DETECTION & RESPONSE

WITH CROWDSTRIKE STORE PARTNER – TRUEFORT
AGENDA

- Understand Why Apps are Still at Risk
- Learn to Improve App Risk Posture, Protection & Cloud Migration
- Introduce CrowdStrike Store App - TrueFort
YOUR APPS RUN YOUR BUSINESS & THEY ARE STILL EXPOSED

INFRA OR APP SEC FOCUS

Expand the lens – Code and host view is not app-level and doesn’t secure app surfaces

STATIC DATA & POLICY

Go dynamic & behavioral – limited app context misses evasive attacks and ops changes

(Avg. 197 days* detection)

OPS BURDEN

Shorten TTR & TTV – Consolidate across teams, consoles, agents and policies

(Avg. 69 days* response)

*Ponemon Institute for IBM, July 2019
TRUEFORT FORTRESS XDR
PROTECT YOUR APPS, PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

**APPLICATION**

Visualize and harden apps with **depth and clarity**:
- Know components
- Map relationships
- Close risks

**DETECTION**

See dynamic app behavior with **behavioral analytics**:
- Baseline and monitor
- Auto-policy & microsegment
- Detect anomalies

**RESPONSE**

**Prevent** zero-day and new app risks:
- Alert
- Enforce & remediate
- Investigate, report, export
TRUEFORT FORTRESS XDR ADDS APP-VISION TO FALCON

SEE APPS & ANALYZE BEHAVIOR

AUTOMATE APP POLICY & MICROSEGMENTATION

REAL-TIME MONITOR & ALERT FALCON
TRUEFORT FORTRESS XDR
PROTECT YOUR APPS, PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS
TRUEFORT FORTRESS XDR
PROTECT YOUR APPS, PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

USE CASES
- Improve app risk posture like managing service accounts
- Increase protection with anomaly detection and microsegmentation
- Support cloud migration with visibility, and maintaining posture and consistent policy

Application Workloads & Servers

TrueFort Virtual Appliance in Data Center & Cloud
Welcome to CrowdStrike Store

Partner Applications

TRUEFORT INC.
Fortress XDR™
Application Detection & Response

CATEGORIES
DATA CENTER APPLICATIONS APPLICATION BEHAVIOR ANALYTICS APPLICATION DEPENDENCY MAPPING

DRAGOS, INC.
ICS/OT Threat Detection
Detects Industrial Threats in Your Falcon Endpoint Data.

CATEGORIES
ICS/SCADA SECURITY IOT SECURITY
10s x 1000s
Falcon Workloads App-Protected in Days or Hours
THANK YOU

www.crowdstrike.com/store
www.truefort.com
@TrueFort
linkedin.com/company/truefort